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The keypad provides buttons for on/off and volume, as does the 
remote control, which you simply aim at the keypad. The volume 
control adjusts volume for the selected source. Both the keypad 
and the A-BUS volume control contain an amplifier that powers a 
pair of speakers.

RUSSOUND A-BUS CONTROLS

• The A-LC2 allows you to add an independent “local” source 
in any room. When the source is turned on, it automatically 
overrides the main system source and plays through the 
speakers in that room.

• The A-MSS provides a cost-effective method of adding up 
to four selectable audio sources to a new or existing A-BUS 
single-source/multi-zone whole house system. 

• The A-LRC1 operates all A-BUS functions and is programmed 
to operate many brands of A/V equipment. It can also “learn” 
from your other remotes, providing complete system control.

RUSSOUND A-BUS ACCESSORIES

RUSSOUND A-BUS HUBS

The A-BUS Hub is the central connection point for your audio 
sources and the A-BUS amplified keypads and volume controls. 
It is the “brains” of the system and never needs to be touched 
after it has been hooked up. You can choose from several hubs, 
depending on the number of sources and rooms in your system.

The only wire needed between a hub and a keypad or volume 
control is a single CAT-5 wire (phone wire may or may not be CAT-
5). This wire carries audio signals, control signals, and DC power.

Russound offers a variety of indoor and outdoor speakers for use 
with your A-BUS system. The speakers are wired directly to the 
amplified A-BUS keypad or volume control in that room.

RUSSOUND SPEAKERS

A-LC2 local source connection

A-LRC1 wireless remote control

RUSSOUND SOURCES

Connect the audio output of any source component (CD player, 
tuner, etc.) to your A-BUS hub. Or connect your existing A/V 
receiver and gain access to its connected sources.

A-MSS music source selector

Founded in 1967, New Hampshire-based Russound is a global leader 
in A/V solutions that set the standard for performance and ease of use. 

Russound A-BUS A-VC2 
amplified volume control

Russound Advantage®  
in-ceiling/in-wall speakers

Russound OutBack 
outdoor speaker

Russound A-BUS A-KP2 amplified keypad 
and A-KPRC handheld remote control

Russound ST2-XM smart dual tuner

Enjoy music throughout  
your home – conveniently  
and affordably. 
Simplicity at its best.

Amplified Volume Control System

A-H2 1-source, 2-room hub

A-H4 1-source, 4-room hub A-H484 4-source, 8-room hub

A-H1 receiver interface hub
A-H4P panel-mount  

1-source, 4-room hub

A-H4D wall-mount  
1-source, 4-room hub

Russound SMS3 smart media server

actual size



LET THE MUSIC FIND YOU

Wherever you are, there can 
be music. Or sports. Or news. 
With a Russound A-BUS 
system, you’re always close  
to music.

HEARD, NOT SEEN

With amplified keypads as 
inconspicuous as a light 
switch, your A-BUS system is 
everywhere, yet never intrudes 
on your space. 

AT A TOUCH

Thanks to the simple 
keypad and remote  
control, you’ll always push 
the right button. Music is 
just a touch away. 

EASY TO CHOOSE

Start small. Or big. Russound  
A-BUS systems are modular, 
so it’s easy to enhance or 
expand your system to match 
your exact needs.

EASY TO OWN

Whether in a new or existing 
home, the simplicity and 
reliability of Russound A-BUS 
systems ensures hassle-free 
enjoyment.

FOR LESS THAN YOU THINK

What you might spend on a 
stereo system for one room can 
instead give you sound every-
where. And be easier to use. 
And easier to live with.

OPERATING YOUR A-BUS SYSTEM
An A-BUS system is easier and more convenient to operate 
than any stereo system you’ve ever owned. The award-winning 
A-KP2 keypad features an on/off button and volume up/down 
buttons, which are duplicated on the convenient A-KPRC 
remote control. In a single-source A-BUS system, that’s all you 
need to know. 

In a multi-source system, you can select among multiple music 
sources using the Russound A-LRC1 remote control or your 
existing system remote. Just aim at the A-KP2 keypad and 
make your choice!

A Russound A-BUS system really is an investment in living 
– one that the whole family can enjoy everyday.
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The Russound A-KP2 amplified keypad responds to a touch 
or takes commands from a handheld remote, the A-KPRC.

A-KP2

A-KPRC
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THE MOST ELEGANT SOLUTION FOR MULTI-ROOM AUDIO

1
To find an installer near you, visit www.russound.com or call (800) 638-8055.

Together with your installer, determine the 
type and location of speakers and where to 
place them for best acoustic performance.2

Your Installation Specialist will help you 
decide where to place amplified keypads. 3

Once your Installation Specialist has 
designed the system, simply turn it on  
and go directly to music.

A-BUS is the easiest way to enjoy music throughout your home. Best of all, it is designed for exceptional ease of use, 
so you don’t just get music, you get to enjoy music. With the help of your Russound Authorized Installation Specialist, 
designing the perfect A-BUS system is as easy as 1-2-3:


